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What Types of VR Content 
Do Consumers Want?
As high-, middle- and low-end virtual reality platforms continue to en-
ter the market, there’s still an ongoing debate over which types of 
content will resonate in these immersive environments.

 Though we’re still at the front edge of the market, a new study from 
Futuresource Consulting found that 39% of about 3,000 consumers 
in the U.S. and Western Europe were most interested in watching or 
experiencing VR movies, followed closely by games (38%), TV/music videos (27%), educational 
content (26%) and sports (26%). The consumer VR content market should reach $8.3 billion by 
2020, Futuresource predicted. 

Those results speak well to the focus of next-generation VR platforms, such as the Oculus Rift, 
HTC Vive and Sony’s PlayStation VR, which will hook into PlayStation 4 consoles. The close-
ness in those results should also be good news for programmers and studios pursuing the VR 
angle, including Discovery Communications, Fox Sports and Syfy, as well as relative newcomers 
such as Baobab Studios, which is coming off a $6 million “A” round led by Comcast Ventures.

For more of this blog, please visit multichannel.com/Feb29.

BLOG: THE BAUMINATOR

“Going back about 10 
years, most of what we 
shared and experienced 
was text. And then it was 
photos. And now we’re 
entering into a world 

where that’s video. But 
pretty soon we’re going 
to live in a world where 
everyone has the power 
to share and experience 
whole scenes as if you’re 

right there in person.”
— Mark Zuckerberg, CEO of Facebook, 
speaking at last week’s Mobile World 

Congress event in Barcelona on upcoming 
virtual-reality opportunities.  Facebook owns 

VR company Oculus. 
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The number of networks 

Sling TV is initially offering 
on its new, $5-per-month 

“Broadcast Extra” tier, on top 
of its core $20-per-month OTT 
service. Sling’s new tier, its fi rst 
to feature a Big Four broadcast 

network, is initially limited to 
subscribers in eight markets. 
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The Horrors of Streaming Delays 
STREAMING DELAYS on smart-
phones aren’t just annoying to con-
sumers — they’re akin to watching 
Freddy Krueger unleash his brand of 
terror on movie screens, according 
to a new mobility-focused report from 
Ericsson. 

The study, which used Neuroscience 
technology that relies on wireless 
electroencephalography, pulse me-
ters and eye-tracking technology to 
gauge emotional responses to various 
smartphone experiences, found the 
degree of stress caused by mobile streaming delays was similar to that of watching a horror mov-
ie, and just behind the granddaddy of all stress-inducing situations — solving a math problem. 

On the other end, a delay-free mobile streaming experience triggers a positive emotional 
response and boosts brand engagement for mobile operators. 

Per the study, the Net Promoter Score of an operator jumped by 4.5 points when it was 
associated with a solid streaming experience, and dropped an average of 4 points with moderate 
rebuffering delays. 
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TECH TWEET
“If you use VR at least 1x / weekly, what do you use it for?” 
— Helen Situ (@HelenSitu), Virtual Reality Evangelist at 
NextVR, the virtual-reality video production startup that just 
signed a new five-year deal with Fox Sports. At last check, 
58% of Twitter responders cast a vote for “Entertainment” 

followed by “Work-Related” (17%); “I’m a Developer” (22%); and “Other” (3%).
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